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The Harding University Bison 
"Seeking wisdom, discipline, and understanding." 
Volume 57, Number 5 
Parking solution 
appears nearer 
Improvements have been 
made concerning the no parking 
law that has adversely affected 
residents of the University-
owned New Married Students' 
Apartments. 
During the summer, the city of 
Searcy instituted. a no parking 
law along Pleasure Drive, the 
road going by the New Married 
Apartments, for safety reasons. 
Mayor Jack Wiseman and Police 
Chief Dean Hunter said it was 
dangerous for traffic heading 
west on Pleasure Drive to sud-
denly have to make a "jog" 
around the cars parked in front of 
lhe New Married Apartments. 
Because the parking along 
Pleasure Drive was no longer 
available, residents of the 
apartments, patrons of the 
apartment complex laundry and 
nearby house dwellers were all 
forced to use the New Married 
Students' parking lot located 
behind the apartment complex. 
There was adequate room for the 
apartment dweller's cars but not 
enough to accommodate the cars 
of non-residents. 
On Tuesday, Sept. 8, Lott 
Tucker, vice-president of finance 
reached a compromise with 
Mayor Wiseman and Police Chief 
Hunter concerning the parking 
problem along Pleasure Drive. 
They decided to put gravel in 
the area between the road and 
the train tracks along the north 
side of Pleasure Drive and let 
cars park on the curb with two 
tires on· the road. 
On Friday, Sept. 25, Police 
Chief Hunter reported that there 
was a road crew on Pleasure 
Drive removing the no parking 
signs. 
At the moment there is parking 
on the north side of Pleasure 
Drive extending from the east 
side of the laundry a little past 
the apartments. 
Tucker said that the parking 
will be moved further down to the 
east end of Apartment B when 
the city procures the equipment 
to move the center line of 
Pleasure Drive further south 
away from the parked cars. 
Tucker said, ''The no parking 
signs are down now. It is my 
understanding that the city is 
now in the process of getting the 
gravel in. This will probably open 
up spaces at Stevens (dorm). I 
think it is great that the students 
have more places to park close to 
where they live, provided it does 
not cause a danger." 
In addition to the _no parking 
law, students had problems 
finding parking places in the New 
Married Apartments parking lot 
because of tree stumps 
protruding from the middle of 
some spaces preventing the use 
of these spaces. 
Two. weeks ago Bernie Vines, 
superintendent of Harding 
buildings and grounds, had all 
tree stumps which were ob"-
structing parking pulled up and 
tarred over. Vines said that the 
school waited as long as they did 
to do this so that the stumps 
would have time to rot and do less 
damage to the concrete when 
pulled up. 
Even with these im-
provements, Vines said that it 
was still overcrowded at the New 
Married parking lot. Vines said, 
"There is a problem up there 
because a bunch of single girls 
live in one apartment and they all 
bring their cars." 
To help in this situation Vines 
has submitted an assigned 
parking plan for the New 
Married lot to Harding Security. 
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Mabee Going Up by JIM BRADLEY 
Construction continues on the Mabee Business BuDding, which is scheduled to be completed in the fall 
of 1982. 
Appeal period· set in AIC case 
The suit between the Arkansas 
Gazette and the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference, the 
state sports association which 
includes Harding, moved one 
step closer to the U.S. Supreme 
Court Monday. 
The Arkansas Supreme Court 
turned down a request by the AIC 
to rehear the case between them 
and the Gazette. 
The state court did, however, 
allow the AIC 90 days to seek a 
review by the U.S. Supreme 
Court of a decision requiring it to 
make the records of student 
athletes' aid open to public in-
spection. 
AIC officials have indicated 
their firm commitment to taking 
the case to the higher court. 
Harding officials have also 
indicated their support of the AIC 
taking the case to the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 
Harding, along with the nine 
other AIC schools, will now pay 
the bills since the AIC's funds 
have run out. 
The AIC has spent over $4,000 
for legal expenses already and 
AIC Commissioner Harry Hall 
admitted that the AIC's plans to 
go to the U.S. Supreme Court is 
an expensive route for the 
schools. 
"Costs (of :a U.S. Supreme 
Court case) can get pretty high," 
Hall said. 
The AIC asked the court for 
both a 90-day stay of the 
Arkansas Supreme Court order 
so it could appeal to the U.S. 
Supreme Court and for a 
rehearing by the state court. The 
AIC maintains that the records of 
money paid to the athletes in 
state and federal scholarships 
and by the schools are made 
confidential by the federal 
Family Education Rights and 
Privacy Act of 1974. 
The Arkansas Supreme Court 
ruled June 29 that athletes' 
records were public information 
under the state -Freedom of In-
formation Law, which makes 
records by organizations sup-
ported by public funds open. 
Five of the 10 AIC schools are 
state-supported. 
SAC, movie committee structures examined 
by Boo Mitchell 
Perhaps the most visible ac-
tions of the Student Association 
are performed by two of its eight 
committees - the Social Mfairs 
Committee and the Movie Mfairs 
Committee. 
__ Inside ___ 
Pledge Week ... 
The Bison takes a closer 
look at the differing 
opinions for and against 
this annual event, pages 6 
and 7. 
Record reviews ... 
Randy Anthony reviews 
four recent album 
releases, page 8. 
Bison triumph ... 
The Bisons beat 
Southeastern Oklahoma 
State University Saturday 
at their first home game of 
.I:Jt~,~eason, page 10. 
Both committees are 
responsible for student en-
tertainment but few know the 
inside workings of both 
organizations. 
In general, the movie com-
mittee is responsible for campus 
movies shown every weekend. 
The SAC is responsible for most 
of the other student en-
tertainment. 
These committees operate 
under the auspices of the SA and 
make up its "social arm," Greg 
York, SA president, said. 
The movie committee and the 
SAC together operate almost 
separately from the SA under the 
management of faculty advisor 
Dr. Jerome Barnes. 
The finances of both com-
mittees are completely separate 
from the SA. Treasurer Zac 
Muncy said that all finances of 
both committees are ~dled by 
Barnes. 
In addition, he said that $600 or 
the 'SA's fUnds, made up mCIIUy' 
of student money, is allotted each 
semester to the SAC. 
Barnes said the $600 was used 
to supply food and snacks for the 
groups that come for concerts. 
He said the money was also used 
to sponsor coffeehouses for the 
students. 
Analysis 
The movie program, Barnes 
said, is completely self-sufficient 
in funds. The profit made from 
movies is being used to pay off a 
$9,000 debt remaining on a 35mm 
projector bought several years 
ago, he said. 
Other expenses for this 
semester include $250 in rental 
fees for a 16mm. projector; $'l50 
for the purchase of a 16mm 
projectQr~ $450 for a new takeup 
~ !or the 35mm projector. 
Unlike any of the other six SA 
committees, tbe' IDovie com-
mittee and SAC chairpersons 
receive scholarships. 
Movie committee chair-
person Mark Fonville eanrs three 
credit hours of tuition per 
semester, Barnes said. 
SAC chairpersons Steve Bible 
and Terri Harmon are splitting a 
six credit hour scholarship each 
semester, Barnes said. 
The funds for the scholarships, 
he said, are coming from each 
committee's budget. 
In addition to scholarships, the 
movie committee, unlike any 
other SA committee, pays its 
members "student minimum 
wage" for tearing tickets and 
working at the movies. The 
projectionist also receives 
"student minimum wage" for 
editing the movie and operating 
the projector. 
Fringe benefits are provided 
for members of both committees. 
Movie committee members are 
able to view a movie in Little 
Rock free each, semester.,·: 
Committee members are also 
able to attend all of the campus 
movies free. 
SAC members are not paid for 
their work but have an outing 
each semester. Committee 
members are also able to attend 
each of the concerts free. 
In addition to the fringe 
benefits obtained from doing 
work on the committees, getting 
to be chairperson is no easy task. 
Getting on either committee 
involves the approval of Barnes. 
Both Barnes and Ted Altman, 
Vice President of Student M-
fairs, choose the movie com-
mittee and SAC chairpersons. 
The SA president this year 
nominated six of the eight SA 
committee chairpersons but did 
not nominate the movie com-
mittee or SAC chairpersons. 
"Dean Altman and myself 
made the selection (for movie 
committee and SAC chair-
persons)," Barnes said. 
· · · (Coadnued 011 page 4) 
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Clubs are beneficial, but not quintessential 
When Monday night rolls around, the waiting will be over. Each 
pledge will find out whether he was voted into his first choice club 
or not. 
There will be those whose wishes oome true, but there will also be 
those who are disappointed. Several pledges will not get in their 
first choice club. 
It would be /unfair to lightly brush off the feelings of hurt that 
such people will face. It will be difficult for them. 
It has been suggested that the club in which a student is granted 
membership will shape his years spent at Harding and the 
direction of his life. If this is true, perhaps too much emphasis is 
placed on club membership. 
Ideally, a club encourages social activity and eases social 
pressures. It allows a member to get to know a small segment of the 
student body very well and to make lasting friendships. 
Sometimes, however, if a club member is not cautious, he can 
find his social circle being limited by his club instead of broadened 
by it. It is healthy to have a few friends with whom we feel 
especially close and with whom we share many interests and at-
titudes; but, it is not good, after two or more years at Harding, to 
have no close relationships outside one's social club. 
To address this year's pledges: clubs are not quintessential. 
Membership in any club can not make you popular; it is not a 
symbol of status or dout, easing the road through college. 
As trite as it may seem, your happiness depends on you. 
If you are accepted by your first choice club, congratulations. 
Grow in that club and from that club. 
If you are not accepted by your first choice club, take what you 
get. Earnestly seek to make a place for yourself in the dub that 
chooses you. Give that club a chance. And make friends from the 
club who rejected you as a member. 
The person who does not get in his first choice club actually will 
have the wider circle of social interaction. He will have gotten to 
know several people in his first choice club who will still welcome 
him as a friend and he will have the frontier of a new club, also. 
For some people; Monday night will be a time of suffering, b~.tt 
we can ·'·'rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that suffering 
produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, 
hope." 
To the 1981 pledges, we wish you the best of luck in whatever 
comes your way. 
Letters to the Editor 
Student berates 
Fifth Column 
Dear Editor: 
This letter concerns the most 
recent edition of "The Fifth 
Column," written by Danny 
Campbell. While humor and the 
ability to laugh at ourselves are 
necessary and good in their 
place, this column went too far. 
First, the reference to chapel 
as being "one of the biggest . . . 
violations of our precious 
freedom" is quite inappropriate. 
While some chapel programs are 
worth a good laugh, the writer's 
statement concerns chapel itself. 
In fact, his statement is 
diametrically opposed to the true 
purpose and value of chapel. 
Chapel is actually one of the 
greatest expressions of our 
precious freedom. To be able to 
get together at the beginning of 
the day to worship God and to 
seek his guidance through the 
day is of inexpressible value. To 
take this lightly is to take lightly 
the death of our Lord Jesus, for 
he died to give us this freedom. 
Second, the cutting remarks 
directed toward our Harding 
University Security Police are 
just that - cutting. Humor 
ceases to be humor when it hurts 
someone. Jesus said it was wrong 
to cause another to stumble, and 
when a brother becomes angry 
and hurt over remarks like these, 
they have caused him to stumble. 
Some of our Security Police were 
angered and hurt by these 
remarks. 
Finally, the humor. _in the 
discussion of building a wall to 
separate the men from the 
women was carried too far. The 
sarcastic reference to 
''protecting us from for-
nications" is out of place. This 
kind of joking about the prin-
ciples of Christianity is never 
appropriate. The fact that many 
of the rules at Harding are ar-
bitrary does not change the fact 
that many others are reiterations 
of the teachings of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. Taking this kind of sin 
lightly is taking the teachings of 
our Lord lightly. 
For these reasons I feel that 
this column should have been 
severely edited or completely left 
out of the paper. I pray that my 
remarks are received with the 
spirit of love with which they 
were intended. Let's glorify God 
in all our actions and words. 
In and because of Christ, 
Kevin Martin 
Bison could 
become disgrace 
Dear Editor, 
The first amendment to our 
Constitution guarantees freedom 
of the press. With that freedom 
(as with all freedoms) is an 
inherent responsibility. In the 
case of the Bison this respon-
sibility includes representing 
Harding with articles which 
uphold Christian ideals. Un-
fortunately this responsibility 
was not exercised in printing the 
"Fifth Column" this past week. 
The comments about chapel 
did not simply make fun of a 
·Words, words, words-------r 
"From quiet homes and first beginning, 
out to the undiscovered ends, 
There's nothina worth the wear of winning, 
But laughter and the love of friends." 
-Hilaire Belloc 
program but showed disrespect 
for · chapel itself; the remarks 
about the Harding security 
patrolmen were insensitive to 
their feelings; and worst of all, 
the statement about the purpose 
of a brick wall across campus 
satirized Godly living and flip-
pantly treated a very heinous sin. 
I realize that an editor may 
have little control over what is 
written, but he has almost 
complete con~ol over what is 
.~. ...... "'" ... 
~IJ~ 
printed. Without discretion and a 
sense of this paper's respon-
sibility, the Bison has the 
freedom to become a disgrace to 
Harding University. 
Sincerely, 
Eugene S. Smith III 
Editorial reply: Sept. 25's 
"Fifth Column" was written and 
edited with the intention of being 
satirical. It involved harmless 
observation of a comical irony 
that is present at Harding. 
,..( .' ....... -{· ~~ 
"You know, ·pledge week seems 
to get easier every year." 
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The 
Fifth Column 
I'm not in love 
. by Boo Mitchell 
Here they are. That famous 
couple that everyone can see in 
themselves. Will they ever get 
together or will they just 
associate? 
The short play today concerns 
a guy and girl who end up 
together, not because ·they're in 
love, but because they're the only 
ones left after college and high 
school. 
Girl: I don't know how to tell 
you this, Bob, but we have to get 
married. 
Guy: You mean? (gulp) 
Girl: Yes, we're seniors. 
Guy: And I was having so 
much fun. 
Girl: Just look around you. It's 
going to be awfully embarrassing 
if we don't get married like 
everyone else is. 
Guy: First you make me wear 
this Izod shirt. Now you want me 
to marry you_, 
Girl: We've got to get married. 
Guy: Why? 
Girl: Steve and Lisa are. And 
they only dated a week. We've 
been together a month. That 
means we know each other four 
times better than they do. 
Guy: That's probably why 
they're still together. 
Girl: If we don't get married, 
how's it supposed to look to our 
friends? 
Guy: · Like we belong to an 
insane asylum. We've got to keep 
the act up, you know. 
Girl: What will Steve and Lisa 
say? 
Guy: Goo-goo-ga-ga. Who 
cares what Steve and Lisa say? 
Girl: I do. 
Guy: Why? 
Girl: It's important to keep up 
the appearances, otherwise, well, 
we're nothing. 
Guy: Why are we nothing? 
Girl: Well, for one thing we 
don't get one of those little gold 
stickers on our diplomas. 
Guy: Dr: Ganus will still shake 
your hand. 
Girl: Yes, but it'll be so dif-
ferent. 
Guy: Still, marriage. It sounds 
so ominous. Is this supposed to 
replace being prep? ·-
Girl: I'm not sure, but it's 
definitely "in." · 
Guy: So, I still have to wear the 
lzod? 
Girl: Either that or the Polo I 
bought you. I mean, what would 
people think? 
Guy: That I know how to pick 
my own clothes. 
Girl: No- that you're an idiot. 
Guy: Oh, I see now. And if we 
don't get married? 
Girl: An idiot. 
Guy: Oh, I'm beginning to 
understand now. 
Girl: I knew you would, honey. 
Guy: So when does the fun 
start? 
Girl: When you buy the ring. 
Guy: I've only got 75 cents. 
Girl: I'll get a car. We can 
barely make it to Wal-Mart 
before it closes. 
b • J 
c ~ 
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Pledge Week requires C.hristian perspectives Teachers 
·gotoOCC Christians 
in the World 
Once again it's that time of 
year when people can be heard 
doing exercises at six in the 
morning, chasing each other into 
the Lily Pool and kissing the milk 
machines. Yes, in short, it's time 
for PLEDGE WEEK. 
Just as last year and the year 
before, questions are being 
raised like, "Do we really need to 
pour eggs on their heads?" or 
"Do we need to be so rough?" 
These questions have caused 
most clubs to take a second look 
at their motives for pledge week. 
In fact, in the last two years 
several large, well-known clubs 
NOW 
OPEN!!! 
2215V2 E. Race 
Spe~iolize in cuts, sets, perms 
by John Cooper 
have all but dropped rough night. 
Each year debates rage among 
pledges and pledgemasters alike 
over the necessity of initiation. In 
these confrontations some 
serious questions are asked that 
deserve answers. Is initiation 
Christian in nature? Could yoo 
see yoursell pouring eggs over a 
brother to be flinny? Would be 
enjoy humiliating a brotl)er, or 
even worse, a non-believer? 
The before mentioned 
questions are heavy and demand 
much time to come to proper 
conclusions. Not claiming to have 
HAIR DESIGNS 
for the whole family 
MYRNA OEHLERTS 
Owner-()perator 
..... -.·s.t. 
TMI ••• n.n ....... 
For an appointment call 
268-3416 
the answers, I'd like to give a few 
possible suggestions that might 
help during next week. 
Pledgemasters: 
1. Keep a good attitude. 
Remember it was you being 
picked on last year or the year 
before. · 
2. Hold your ideas of vengence 
back. You may have received 
vengence from someone your 
· first year, but if yoli don't stop 
the process, no one else may do 
it. It's got to start somewhere. 
3. Remember to keep on giving 
of yourself all during the week. 
Mter all, the pledges are giving a 
lot. 
4. When you get the urge to be 
really terrible to a pledge 
remember Bible sayings like, 
"Love your neighbor as your-
self" and "Do unto others as you 
would have them do unto you." 
Pledges: 
1. You, more than the 
pledgemasters, need to keep ·a 
good attitude. If you choose to 
pl~e a club, then take what 
Letters to the editor must be 
typewritten, double-spaced 
·and sent to Box 1192 by 
Monday before publication . 
Letters should not exceed 
200 words and must be signed 
although names may be 
withheld upon request. 
It's the real thing. Coke. 
Trademark 
Real life calls for real taste. 
For the taste of your life - Coca-Cola. 
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are reg,stered trade-marks wh1ch Identify the same product of the Coca Cola Company, 
Bort~ed vnder the A;Jth:.r•ty of the COCA COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Arlc. 
they give out. 
2. When someone treats you 
rotten remember to treat them as 
your brother or sister. If they 
need to change you will be a 
testimony to them. 
3. Try not to get angry. If you 
consistently find yourself 
becoming angry then maybe you 
need to reevaluate your need for 
joining a club. 
4. Give pledge week your all. If 
you don't, you will not enjoy it. 
5. Above all, Do Not get so 
Wrapped up in the activities that 
you forget about your homework 
and quiet time to study the Bible 
and pray. 
The final answers to pledge 
week questions lie in us. We 
choose the course that the week 
will take. Over the last few years, 
reforms have been made that are 
good. These were made after 
several extreme cases gave 
initiation a very bad name. Any 
time initiation is carried too far, 
it is bad. 
Maybe we need to continue to 
search ourselves to see if we have 
the right motives, and if we don't, 
be big enough and mature enough 
individuals to admit it and 
change. 
Nine members of the Harding 
English faculty left yesterday to 
attend the Conference on 
Christianity and Literature 
<CCL) at Oklahoma Christain 
1 College in Oklahoma City, OK. CCL is an international 
organization dedicated to ex-
ploring the relationship between 
Christianity and litera-t'sn·e. 
Founded in 1956, the or~on 
bas annual meetings, hosted by 
member institutions. 
Two Harding professors who 
will be leading group sessions 
are: Dr. Larry Long, associate 
professor of English, who will be 
reading his dissertation entitled 
''New Testament Doctrines in 
Thoreau's Walden," and Dr. 
Gary Elliott, professor of 
English, leading a discuSsion 
group dealing with the question 
"Are Christian Professors 
Humanists?" 
Harding hosted the conference 
in 1978. 
In addition to attending CCL, 
the members from Harding and 
other Christian schools will be 
attending a meeting of English 
Teachers of Christian Colleges. 
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We hope you never get sick. 
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Behind-the-scenes look 
at disciplinary board 
by Casandra Smith 
Serving to recommend to do the best thing for the 
changes in policy concerning student and the university," 
student life is the Student stated Jack Wood Sears, 
Affairs Committee. This chairman of the Student M-
committee also exercises fairs Committee, "Sometimes 
disciplinary action in cases of it is hard to balance that 
major infraction of school decision." 
regulations. The Student Along with their 
Mfairs Committee is an ac- disciplinary responsibility, 
tive, yet behind-the-scenes the committee is charged with 
organization, which helps to approving all the candidates 
balance and stabilize campus running for office in the 
life. Student Association. The 
This committee consists of editors for the Bison and the 
the Dean of Students, the Petit Jean must also appear 
Dean of Men, the Dean of before the committee and be 
Women, four faculty mem- approved. 
hers appointed by the Another responsibility the 
President and two students Student Affairs Committee 
nominated by the Student holds consists of reading and 
Association. approving the constitutions 
· Primarily, the respon- and charters for all new social 
sibility of the Student Mfairs clubs on campus. "This safe-
Committee lies in helping the guards against problems that 
personnel deans in matters may arise later," said Sears. 
concerning students which the Presently, the Student 
deans are not sure how to Mfairs Committee is made up 
handle. The committee makes of Chairman Jack Wood 
a thorough investigation of the Sears, professor of biology; 
alleged infraction before Ted M. Altman, dean of 
making a decision and student affairs; Barbara 
recommending disciplinary Barnes, associate professor of 
action to the president. physical education; Patricia 
There are several violations Barrett, acting dean of 
which, when presented to the women; David B. Burks, dean 
Student Affairs Committee, of th~ School of Business; 
require automatic expulsion. Eddie R. Campbell, dean of 
These include consumption of men; Kenneth Davis Jr., 
alcoholic beverages, sexual professor of music; Ted 
immorality, use of illegal Uoyd, associate professor of 
drugs, and lying to the physical education; Wilt 
committee concerning per- Martin, associate professor of 
sonal actions or the actions of physical education; Raymond 
another student. L. Muncy, chairman of the 
Situations not requiring department of history and 
immediate explosion are social science; Elizabeth 
weighed carefully by the Wilson, associate professor of 
committee and a vote is taken home economics; Paul 
as to the course of the Holliman, student; and one 
disciplinary action that should female student who has not 
be taken. "We consistently try yet been named. 
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SAC and movie committee 
(Continued from page I) 
Does the SA president have 
anything to do with the choosing 
of these chairpersons? 
"Not directly," Barnes said. 
"We talk with the SA president 
about who we (Dean Altman and 
I) have in mind for the chair-
manship. We try to make sure 
that the president can get along 
with who we appoint so that there 
can be a working relationship." 
York said their choosing of the 
chairpersons violated the SA 
constitution. 
"Yes, it violates the con-
stitution," he said. "I'm not 
happy about it. We have a 
document. We need to change it 
Qr abide by it." 
Specifically, the SA con-
stitution states in Article VIII, 
Section Two: Each committee 
chairman shall by nominated by 
the President of the Student 
Association and must be ap-
proved by two-thirds of the voting 
members of the Executive 
Council, the Faculty Advisor and 
the Vice President of Student 
Affairs." 
Barnes denied that there was 
any wrongdoing. 
"We (Altman and I) haven't 
violated the constitution - not at 
all," Barnes said. 
York said that even though 
Barnes made the decisions for 
chairpersons, Barnes probably 
made a better decision than he 
would have. 
"Personally, I'm glad I didn't 
have to make the decision,'' York 
said. "I could have done a lot 
worse.'' 
York said that the constitution 
needs to be revised to let the 
faculty advisor choose the movie 
committee and SAC chair-
persons. 
"As critical as the SAC and 
movie committee are, the 
sponsor (faculty advisor) needs 
to choose the chairmen," York 
said. 
Others, however, disagree with 
York. 
"I feel the constitution should 
be enforced," one movie com-
mittee member said. "As it is the 
(SA) president is losing power 
and this makes him even weaker. 
The SA should be run by students. 
By enforcing the constitution, 
we'll insure that the SA is run by 
students."_ 
Another responsibility the 
movie committee and the SAC 
handle is that of selecting films 
and concerts for campus en-
tertainment. 
The final decision on movies 
and concerts rests with Barnes 
and Altman. 
Barnes said that most of the 
movies that were brought came 
from the film committee's list of 
suggested movies. He said he 
took movies from the list and 
added films released over the 
summer. 
One movie committee member 
said that the committee's 
suggestions were often 
overlooked. 
"Less then half of the fall 
movies were suggested by the 
committee," he said. 
Walt Buce, SA president for 
1980-81, said he and Barnes chose 
the movies for spring 1981. 
"Dr. Barnes and I went over all 
the movies that the committee 
had chosen and we scratched off 
the ones we didn't think we could 
bring and we ranked some higher 
t(ltl~l 
.sol.! ~ 
RANCE #o.G'O 
that we though should be ranked 
higher," Buce said. 
No such arrangement has been 
made for this year, York said. 
Barnes said he often met with 
the movie committee chairman 
or the SA president to finalize 
selections for the movies. 
He said that his choices for 
movies then have to be approved 
by Altman. He said Altman 
normally approves his recom-
mendations. 
Two former film committee 
members said that they had quit 
the committee because Barnes 
had refused to take suggestions 
for movies from them. 
"We think that the film com-
mittee ought to be able to choose 
the movies and let the sponsor 
have absolute veto power," one 
ex-committee member said. "We 
presented him with that proposal 
and he rejected it." 
Others, however, see Barnes as 
a hard-working faculty advisor. 
"I really respect Dr. Barnes," 
one veteran Media Center worker 
said. "I've seen him up at the 
Media Center working late at 
night, going through the movie 
catalogues and picking out 
movies. He works hard to bring 
good movies and he takes 
suggestions from students." 
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'Shenandoah' cast 
begins rehearsal 
The east for the homecoming 
play "Shenandoah" has begun 
rehearsing for their performance 
Friday and Saturday of the 
Homecoming week. Auditions 
were held September 21 and Ray 
Wright, chairman of Harding 
Academy's English department 
has been chosen to play the 
leading role as Charlie Anderson. 
Anderson is a hard-working 
man who has a great sense of 
honor and duty but look upon 
war as a lot of tomfoolery. He 
leads his life before a God he has 
trouble relating to, before a dead 
wife he still loves and before a 
growing family. 
Jacob, the oldest son, is played 
by Mike Rushing. Mark Evans is 
James. Vicki Dell is James' wife, 
Anne. Kirk Nelson plays Nathan 
Anderson. Joe Aaron is John. 
Brynn Ulisnik is Henry. Michael 
Organ, the son of Dr. Dennis 
Organ, is Robert. And the only 
daughter, Jenny, is being played 
by Kim Hudson. 
Gabriel, a slave friend, is 
played by Wayne Bettis. Buddy 
Baker is Reverend Byrd. Robin 
Cannon plays Sam. And~ 
Crossman is Carol and Scott 
Cody plays Sergeant Johnson. 
Portraying the Rebels are: 
Rod Smith, Todd Wilson, Jeff 
Johnson, Kevin Uebelein, 
Warren Alkire and Kimball 
Crum. 
Portraying the Yankees are : 
Paul Perkins, Tim Walker, Jim 
Schwatzman, Tim Johnson, 
Danny Campbell and Mark 
Brasher. 
Danny Gillett will play a 
deacon and a prisoner. Cliff 
Thompson will play Tinkham and 
an engineer. 
The members of the women's 
ensemble are: Chris Batty, Janet 
Bean, Lisa James, Jo Ellen 
Noland, Donna Slack, Lisa 
Taylor, Laura White and Trella 
Yates. 
Charles Parker, the play's 
director said, "People will go 
away feeling like they've seen 
more than a musical, it is a 
powerful play, dealing with a 
man trying to live out his dreams 
free from conflict, amid a broken 
world, where some men's 
dreams are perverted." 
The play will be performed in 
the Benson Auditorium at 8:00 
p.m., Oct. 30 and 31. 
Take a Pledge Week 
Trip to COLLEGE INN_. .... 
Small Coke 
24c 
*Table games and ping pong 
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Judsonia to hold meeting! 
HIGHWAY- JUDSONIA 
The Highway Church of Christ 
in Judsonia will be holding a 
Gospel Meeting beginning 
tonight and continuing through 
Sunday. Mike Ireland will be 
speaking tonight at 7:30, Dale 
McAnulty will be speaking 
tomorrow night at 7:30, and 
Danny Hall will be speaking 
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. A 
bus will leave from in front of 
Stephens Hall fifteen minutes 
before each service. 
CONWAY 
The Church of Christ at 
Harrison and Willow Streets in 
Conway, Ark. will be holding a 
Gospel Meeting Oct. 5-11 at 7 p.m. 
nightly and SUnday at 11 a.m. and 
3 p.m. Speakers for the meeting 
will be: Oct. 5 and 6 - Art Cun-
ningham, Oct. 7. - Arthur 
Sutherland, Oct. 8 - Don 
Stricklen, Oct. 9 - Leslie Mc-
Swain, and Oct. 10 and 11 - Will 
Ed Warren. 
DOWNTOWN 
A new class for Young Married 
Men has just begun at the 
Downtown Church of Christ in 
Searcy. This class meets each 
Wednesday evening. Downtown 
has just begun Lads to Leaders 
and Leaderettes classes for Jr. 
and Sr. High students which will 
meet on evenings during worship 
at 6 p.m. 
MARS HILL 
The Mars Hill Church of Christ 
in Vilonia, Ark., is holding its 
Second Annual Youth Rally 
Saturday, Oct. 17. Richard King 
and David Allen will be speaking 
and Chip Gallahar will lead the 
singing. The theme is "A Com-
mon Love." 
LITT .. E ROCK 
There will be a seminar, 
"Christian Women in the '80s" at 
the 6th and Izard St. Church of 
Christ in Little Rock, Saturday, 
Oct. 10, from 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Ethics Seminar 
held Tuesday 
Vaccinations successful 
The Eighth Annual Ethics 
Seminar was held Tuesday, Sept. 
29, at the Wyldewood Retreat 
Center. 
The seminar, sponsored by the 
School of Business, was a 
requirement for all juniors and 
seniors in business-related fields. 
The theme of this year's Ethics 
seminar was "On Being a 
Christian Professional." The 
participants were addressed by 
businessmen and women Ben 
Barry, Brant Bryan, Denton 
Kernodle, and Paula Coil, as well 
as various members of the 
business department faculty. 
Subjects of discussion included 
"The Christian and Business," 
"What is Your Ministry," 
"Challenges Facing Christian 
Women Professionals" and other 
pertinent issues of interest to 
Christian business people. 
Last week 2,700 Harding 
students, faculty and staff 
members received measles in-
noculations at the request of the 
state health department, when it 
was feared that there might be an 
outbreak of the disease on 
campus. 
"We feel that the program was 
really effective," said Dr. Ted 
Altman, vice president for 
student affairs, "considering that 
the total number of pel'SOns 
associated with the school is 
about 4,000." 
Very few students have been 
seen at the campus health center 
with symptoms of the disease or 
reactions to the vaccines, said 
school nurse Edna Roberts. 
"We have seen a few with a 
rash and temperature but think 
they were all reactions to the 
vaccine instead of cases of 
measles," said Ms. Roberts. 
She said that if symptoms of 
the disease were seen, it would 
probably be this week because of 
the two-week incubation period of 
the illness. 
H someone has been exposed to 
measles and has the vaccine 
before symptoms appear, they 
are probably protected against 
measles, said Ms. Roberts. 
''Those who are exposed to 
measles and have not been im-
munized have a 95-99 per cent 
chance of getting them; it's a 
highly contagious disease," said 
Jim Ferrell, an official with the 
state health department. 
PREPARE YOUI5LVES 
FOR 
Need T -Shirts or Club Jerseys? & 
Need Th~m in a Hurry? 
The Shirt Doctor offers a complete line ofT-Shirts, Jerseys, 
Jackets, Caps, etc., in a wide variety of styles and colors. 
Our complete screen printing facilities enable us to give 
you fast reliable service at reasonable rates. We can 
usually fill your order in 1 week or less. 
l·Day Service Available Also! 
Generous Group Discounts 
THE SHIRT DOCTOR 
Come by 2504 East Race Ave. 
(between Baskin Robbins and Kentucky Fried Chicken) 
or call us at 268-8728 
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-----------.Pledge Week: 
The Pro Argument: 
Attitude makes it fun 
by Tammy Byers 
A pledge can make his or her own pledge week. It all depends on 
attitude. The club attitude is important too, but if a pledge will 
remember that everything is done in fun he or she will enjoy the 
entire time a lot more. 
The purpose of pledge week is not to torture. It is to bring people 
closer together, to let them show their most human sides, to lose 
their inhibitions and realize that they are stronger than they ever 
knew. 
Pledge Week is a crash course in socializing. The tasks pledges 
are given to do do not allow for shyness or snobbishness. Once a 
pledge has met someone while performing a pledge task, there is no 
way they will ever be strangers. 
College scmetimes keeps people from being themselves. 
Students are so busy trying to "fit in" they forget who they are. 
Pledge week brings out -a pledge's true personality. 
Pledges do endure a lot during the three days of pledging ac-
tivities, but it does them quite a bit of good. They get to know the 
people in the club that they are pledging. They meet a lot of people 
that normally they might not even get to talk to. Pledges can learn 
to relax and have a good time. 
People hear a lot of exaggerated storires about pledge week. 
Sometimes a club or a pledgemaster may go a little overboard, but 
a pledge who keeps his or her perspective can cope. There are 
worse things in life than three days of pledge activities. 
Remember, pledgemistresses and pledgemasters have all gone 
through pledge week themselves. They look back on their pledge 
week and laugh. They want their pledges to have a good time and 
good memories too. Do not despair, pledges, for you are ·the 
pledgemasters and pledgemistresses of the future. 
Club members get a lot a flak about how they treat pledges. 
Most club members, however, love their club and they want new 
pledges to become loyal positive members. They may tease a pledge 
and "act" mean but this is not meant to be taken as cruelty. 
Pledges may have visions of "Animal House" when they imagine 
Pledge Week, but it is actually very mild compared to traditional 
frat and sorority pledge weeks. 
Pledges who keep a good attitude will find that they are 
respected and liked. A Christian attitude will go a long way with 
your club and make your pledge week a wonderful experience. 
by JIM BRADLEY 
Oh,Pledge 
Titan pledge Nick Whitacre, wearing the now Ulegal toga, has Stan 
Burnette sign his pledge book, fulfUling the daily Pledge Week 
duty of obtaining signatures from ail club members. ' 
Picture 
Yourselves · 
Restricted Breathing 
Dynamite Politics 
Dial-A -Prayer? 
Omega Phi pledge JoAnna 
Palmer, TNT pledge Doug 
Campbell and Chi Alpha Rho 
pledge Celia Harding display 
the distinctive Bozo garb, 
cardboard dynamite stick and 
marshmallow antennae that 
mark the pledges of their 
clubs. Photos by JIM BRADLEY 
Poll results indicate 
approval of pledging· 
A poll was taken by the Bison staff through campus mail asking 
a random sampling of Harding upperclassmen their opinions of 
Pledge Week. Seniors, juniors and sophomores who had ex-
perienced Pledge Week at Harding responded to several 
statements by indicating to what degree they agreed with each 
statement. 
The following are the results of this opinion poll on the pros and 
cons of Pledge Week: 
Pledge Week and Christianity 
The concept of Pledge Week is contrary to Christian principles. 
52 o/o Strongly Disagree 
31% Somewhat Disagree 
Pledge Week hampers the pledge's spirituality. 
53% Strongly Disagree 
20% Somewhat Disagree 
Pledge Week is more destructive than constructive. 
58% Strongly Disagree 
23% Somewhat Disagree 
Pledge Week and The Club 
Pledge Week promotes a feeling of pride in the club. 
SO% Strongly Agree 
20% Somewhat Agree 
Pledge Week promotes club unity. 
67% Strongly Agree 
20% Somewhat Agree 
Pledge Week and The Pledge 
Pledge Week activities are immature. 
· 30% Somewhat Agree 
30% Strongly Disagree 
21% Somewhat Disagree 
Plt:dge Week gives the pledge a sense of having earned his right 
to belong to the club. 
64% Strongly Agree 
23% Somewhat Agree 
Pledge Week interfers with the pledge's grades. 
21% Somewhat Disagree 
17% Strongly Agree 
Pledge Week and The University 
Pledge Week interferes with the educational process at Harding 
as a whole. 
35% Strongly Disagree 
29o/o Somewhat Disagree 
Pledge Week exists solely because of tradition. 
26% Uncertain 
26% Strongly Disagree 
24% Somewhat Disagree 
Pledge Week promotes club rivalry. 
29% Somewhat Agree 
29% Somewhat Disagree 
17% Strongly Disagree 
Pledge Week is valuable because it promotes social interaction. 
69% Strongly Agree 
27% Somewhat Agree 
Pledge Week and The Rules 
Rules regarding Pledge Week should be stricter. 
52% Strongly Disagree 
14% Somewhat Disagree 
14% Strongly Agree 
Rules regarding Pledge Week are to strict. 
26% Somewl)at Disagree 
24% Strongly Agree 
The present rules regarding Pledge Week are satisfactory. 
25% Somewhat Agree 
24% Somewhat Disagree 
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Shotgun Wedding by CHRIS THOMPSON 
A Ka Re Ta "bride" and a Beta Phi "grooin" are joined in "unholy matrimony" by another pledge in a 
very crowded Student Center. All photos appearing on pages 8 and 9 are ~f Pledge Week 1980. 
Stricter regulations govern pledging; 
', 
administration requires rough night list 
by Gwen Crownover 
When pledge week beglns 
Monday it w.ill be more strictly 
regulated than in the past by a 
new 1'1-point policy designed by a 
special committee appointed last 
spring by President Ganus to 
study pledge week activities. 
Clubs found in violation of the 
new regulations may receive 
disciplinary action ranging from 
formal warning to ineligibility in 
interclub sports to actual 
disbanding. 
Copies of the new policy were 
distributed to all cl~bs, and 
faculty members received copies 
as well as a memorandum from 
Dean Eddi,e Campbell requesting 
them to act as "observers" of 
pledge week, reporting violations 
of the new regulations to a 
special committee specially 
fonned for hearing complaints 
related to pledge week. 
This committee, the 
memorandum stated, will consist 
of the Dean of Men, the Dean of 
Women, three club sponsors, and 
four club presidents appointed by 
Dean Ted Altman. 
Many of the new regulations 
are time restrictions (i.e., a 
pledge may not be required to 
work more than one and one-half 
hours per 24 hours), but there are 
also explicit rules banning 
''pledging one pledge to kiss 
another person," "pledging 
students to steal pledge 
paraphernalia from other 
pledges," "requiring a pledge to 
sit in one's chapel seat," etc. 
"In the past we've had a lot of 
those same policies, but we didn't 
have a way to enforce them," 
Campbell said in an interview. 
The traditional name for 
Tuesday of pledge week, "razz 
night," has been replaced by 
" orientation night," according to 
the policy sheet. 
"What we're trying to remove 
here is the image of this night as 
being almost like another rough 
night, wllich is what it has been 
for some clubs," Campbell said. 
The new policy prohibits 
" placing any substance on the 
body of the pledge, other than 
edible food , cosmetics or 
washable magic markers. " 
Campbell said this is at least in 
part a reaction to an incident la~it 
fall in which 8everal pledges of 
the now defunct Mohican cl'-b 
suffered mild burns from a silve 
nitrate substance. 
" rd bate for you to put the 
blame on that group," Campbell 
said, "but that incident certainly 
brought it to a head." 
Because of a rule forbidding 
" brief, unseemly garb worn by 
pledges oo campus, " 'l'itan's 
traditional toga costumes will not 
)>e seen this year. 
"Honestly," Campbell said, "I 
don't remember the discussion 
on that garb, but I've aJready 
talked to someone from Titans 
and told him that this rule will 
apply to their garb." 
Although the policy sheet 
mentions "disrupting behavior in 
dining hall and student center, 
such as standing on tables or 
having food fights," Campbell 
said he doesn' t believe this is 
designed to keep all pledging 
activity out of those areas. 
"I don't think the real intent 
was to eliminate all pledging 
activities from there," he said, 
"but the acUvities should be a 
little less boisterous than some of 
them have been in the past." 
Campbell expressed speciaJ 
concern for P~l!ible damage to 
the tables in the cafeterias and 
student center caused by pledges 
standing on them. 
Clubs are required to turn in to 
the administration a List of all the 
activities that will be required of 
pledges during pledge week, and 
this agenda must be available to 
the pledge before he or she ac-
cepts a bid. The administration 
also requires each club to submit 
a schedule of rough night events, 
although these do not have to be 
shown to the pledges. 
"We'd like to have everything 
you're planning to do, so the 
sponsor can have a list," Camp-
bell said concerning pledge week 
plans. "No one can be there for 
everytbing, so we have to depend 
on the sponsors to check and see 
if anyone ad libs." 
Lists of rough night activities 
must be signed by the sponsor 
before being presented to the 
administration in order to insure 
that the sponsor's list is identical 
to the administrations' list. 
Pledge week has been the 
object of controversy for some 
years, with arguments that it has 
no place in an educational 
system. Campbell said he can see 
both sides of the question. 
"In some ways I really believe 
that .Pledge week is a part of the 
students' education, but it .isn't a 
part of his intellectual or 
academic education. That's 
where we get a lot of confiict 
from faculty members. They see 
it as an interruption in their 
academic educations - which it 
is ," he said. 
CampbeJJ expressed some 
concern that Harding's social 
clubs may be becoming more like 
the sororities and ·fraternities 
found on other college and 
university campuses. "Dat)ger 
points'' be mentioned were off. 
campus housing, wbicb be feared 
may become comparable to " frat 
houses ," the " tremendous " 
amount of empbasls some clubs 
placing on winning in athletics, 
and what he called 
"unreasonable loyalt;y to the 
clubs that makes the student be 
loyal to things he shouldn' t be 
loyal to." 
The Con Argument: 
Degradation prevails 
by Kathy Cage 
Within three weeks after arriving on campus, new students begin 
feeling the pressure to choose a social club. When Pledge Week is 
considered, one may think that its purpose can't be executed 
without numerous undesirable side effects. 
Normally, the mood of Harding is relaxed and casual, nothing 
disruptive or spectacular. But this atm~sphere disappears in 
October each fall with the advent of Pledge Week. The circus 
begins with razz night, and rough nights closes the curtain on the 
week-long show. When Pledge Week .arrives with strangely clad 
pledges and outlandish activities, Harding takes on a new persona 
which often confuses the unknowing visitor. · 
This carnival air also meets objection from many teachers. 
Students will ask that tests be postponed, homework not assigned 
or to be let out of clal;s because of pledge activities. An unnecessary 
disruption to the teaching process, Pledge Week is merely en(iured 
by instructors since they have no choice, and it comes only once a 
year. 
To add to the teacher's dislike and the pledge's hardship, most 
pledge's grades will suffer during the week of chaotic bustle. 
Sunrise devotionals and calisthenics and late evening serenading 
cut into a student's sleep and study time. Tests are blown off, 
homework left undone and as a result, grades fall. The pledge has 
no free time to be alone, study or have quiet time if he allows 
himself to be swept into every pledging activity open to him. 
Besides the waste of time, money and food are wasted by the 
time the last hours of rough night pass. Although pledges don't 
spend much money for their activities, the clubs buy all sorts of 
food to lavish upon their pledges on rough night. Everything from 
peanut butter to birdseed is purchased only to be wasted by 
covering a pledge in muck. 
This wastefulness has another consequence: the pledge's 
degradation. All week the pledge is commanded to kiss trees, clean 
sidewalks with a toothbrush, or crow like a rooster, which are, at 
least, humbling experiences. The line between humbling and 
degrading gets fuzzy esecially on rough night when club members 
coerce pledges to do such things as wallow in mud, to stand still 
while drowned in things like molasse$ and flour, and to come back 
to campus on foot after several hours of initiation. 
One might wonder if all this stir is fitting for a Christian 
university campus. The basic idea ofPledge Week is admirable: to 
get new students to meet a lot of' new friends, and to help them 
grow into a sense of belonging. But sometimes the purpose is 
forgotten , and the objectives twisted.ls Pledge Week really to get 
new students acquainted with Harding, or to give pledgemasters 
and mistresses pleasure by seeing how much they can get away 
with? The question deserves mature consideration. 
Illegal Move by JIM BRADLEY 
This Student Center scene should not appear this year. Pledging 
one pledge to kiss another penon is one of several activities banned 
from Pledge Week. 
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Hunter album marks advance in rock and roll 
by Randy Anthony 
"Short Back N' Sides", 
Ian Hunter (Chrysalis) 
Although this album fails to 
match the scope or intensity of 
Hunter's best work (specifically 
his 1979 release, "You're Never 
Alone with a Schizophrenic"), it 
is a fascinating presentation of 
styles. The disc reflectS itS c~ 
producers, Mick Ronson, a 
longtime Hunter associate, and 
Mick Jones of The Clash; the 
resultant sounds range from 
vintage Hunter ballads to 
"Sandinista! ". 
Though hardly a name dropped 
frequently around campus, Ian 
Hunter has contributed to some 
of the '70s' greatest rock 
and roll, initially as lead singer 
for Mott the Hoople. If that name· 
doesn't ring a bell, then perhaps 
the reader will recall Mott's 1972 
hit, "All U:te Young Dudes," or 
"All the Way From Memphis" 
from Martin Scorcese's film, 
"Alice Doesn't Live Here 
Anymore." If still in the dark, 
even the most .casual observer of 
pop music will remember 
"Ships," a Hunter tune mauled 
by Barry Manilow on his "One 
Voice" album. 
Hunter's best solo work has 
always been ambitious, tacking 
broad literary propositions and 
probing twisted emotions without 
ever losing the cutting edge that 
defines rock and roll. It was not 
surprising, hence, that he should 
attempt an entirely new ap-
proach to his music on "Short 
Back N' Sides." It is, however, a 
faulted effort, a disappointment 
not entirely Hunter's doing. 
Mick Jones appears to have 
overstepped his authority as a 
Movie Review -~ ~~~u-
... 
Arthur takes old story, 
turns out new comedy 
You know the story. And the 
movies have shown it to us in 
literally hundreds of titles -
"Boy meetS girl. Boy loses girl. 
Boy getS girl." If it ~ handled 
correctly, this formula Ca.n help 
to make a successful film. But if 
it is handled in an uncaring 
manner, the film just fails to tick. 
Well, the formula works in actor 
Dudley Moore's new romantic 
comedy Arthur. And it works 
beautifully. 
Dudley Moore is the very 
wealthy and usually very soused 
Arthur. Accustomed to a life of 
wine, women, and song, Arthur's 
every whim is satisfied. But he 
finds himseH in danger of being 
disinherited by his father and 
grandmother unless he marries a 
wealthy socialite. In fear of 
losing his beloved millions, 
Arthur reluctaatly agrees to the 
arranged marriage. 
On a shopping outing Arthur 
spies waitress and would-be 
actress Linda (Liza Minelli) as 
she shopliftS a necktie. When the 
store detective accuses Linda of 
her crime, Arthur comes to her 
rescue to save her from a very 
embarassing incident. Anyway, 
it's love at first sight, much to the 
chagrin of Arthur's family. 
Discovering that he is between 
· the proverbial rock and a hard 
place, Arthur must decide bet-
ween his true love or his family's 
millions. 
Arthur is a very pleasurable 
film to watch. But it is much 
more than a romantic comedy. It 
is also the study of a boy 
becoming a man, and that man 
gaining an identity and his in-
dependence. It would have been 
so easy for such a combination to 
have failed. But Arthur succeeds 
admirably on both levels. 
Arthur contains some of the 
finest performances I've seen 
this year. Dudley Moore is the 
perfect Arthur. Considerating his 
two previous roles (10, Wholly 
Mc,ses) it's good to see him in a 
film worthy of his talent. As 
Linda, Liza Minelli gives her role 
just what it needs without 
overdoing it. She has done 
nothing better since .The Sterile 
Cuckoo. But Sir John Gielgud, as 
Arthur's acid-tongued butler 
Hobson, steals the show. His 
timing and delivery are perfect. 
Arthur is one of the funniest 
and most meaningful films of the 
year. As the proof of the pudding 
is in the eating, the proof of the 
film is in the viewing. And Arthur 
is a deliciously wonderful film. 
Pryor's Typing Services 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
268-5291 
(ask for Jackie) 
Grand Opening at 
Allen's-· Fabrics 
1006South Main 
Sat., Oct. 3 9:00-5:30 
268-2668 
*Draw from a box for a 10%- 25% discount. 
*Win a $25 gift certificate. 
*Free gift with any purchase to the first 100 customers. 
*Scissors sharpened Y2 price with a $5.00 or more purchase. 
*Craft and Sewing books - ~ price. 
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• 
producer just as he did on Ellen 
Foley's most recent album. He 
has taken the musical premise on 
which he and The Clash based 
"Sandinista! " and overwhelmed 
both subsequent productions. The 
tracks on which Jones' hand is 
Record Reviews 
most heavily felt tend to suffer 
for it. "Theatre of the Absurd" 
sounds as flaccid as "San-
dinista!" 's most overwrought 
dub, and "Keep on Burnin' " is 
an attempt at American gospel 
which the very British Hunter 
can't pull off. "Gun Control" is 
the album's most powerful cut 
musically, but it is strained 
under the weight of the obvious, 
simplistic, and narrow lyrics 
which stem ideologically from 
such Clash songs as "Washington 
BulletS" and "The Call-Up." 
This is not to disparage the 
album - it can be quite thrilling. 
The two ope_ning songs also bear 
Jones' mark, but one wishes that 
the Clash could have sustained 
the energy and humor throughout 
their last album that Hunter does 
here. "Leave Me Alone';' has a 
lovely, lilting texture but a 
haunting tone, and "I Need Your 
Love" is a tight, singable pop 
song backed by Todd Rundgreo's 
Utopia. • 
"Short Back N' Sides" (the 
title, by the way, refers to the 
singer's newly shorn curls)"- in 
the end, leaves the listener with a 
good feeling, for even if it falters 
occasionally, at least it 
representS an advance in the 
field of rock and roll when most 
other forces are busy retreating. 
Grade: B 
"Pirates" 
Rickie Lee Jones (Warner Bros.) 
Much has been said in praise of 
"Pirates" but I hope that by 
reiterating the plauditS I can 
convince somebody to buy this 
record. It is much more in-
trospective lyrically and 
challenging musically than even 
her wonderful 1979 debut. Jones 
takes us straight to the heart of 
the broken dreams and twisted 
souls that make up America's 
lost generation. And, at least for 
now, she leaves us hanging there. 
This is easily the best pop album 
of 1981. 
Grade: A plus 
" ... And Then He Kissed Me" 
Rachel Sweet (Columbia) 
Rachel Sweet is still trying to 
become the new wave's first true 
sex symbol, but her third album 
indicates she needs to redirect 
her attention from the cover to 
the record. Only a few of these 
songs stand up to her previous 
work, and even they break no 
new ground. Most of the material 
is very weak and is salvaged only 
by the strength of her delivery. 
(In addition, I resent having to 
buy any record on which Rex 
Smith makes an appearance.) 
Grade: C ' 
"Precious Time" 
Pat Benatar (Chrysalis) 
Nine songs about sexual ex-
ploitation from a girl who's made 
a career out of it. Virtually every 
song on this album is void of any 
real impact. And just in case a 
song happens to shed a little light 
on our rapidly dimming ~phere, 
Benatar and her acco'mplice, 
Neil Geraldo, manage to darken 
the horizon with a musical ap-
proach analagous to shaping a 
diamond with a bulldozer. Ad-
ding insult to injury, Geraldo 
maims nearly every song with 
one of his meaningless, direc-
tionless, worthless solos. This is 
derivativ11.junk. 
Grade: D minus 
Attention, All Clubs! 
Avoid the rush ... 
order bids, invitati.ons, 
pledge ribbons NOW! 
WE PRINT WEDDING INVITATIONS 
Many styles to choose from. 
HARDING PRESS 
I 
Herman West, Printer 
Campus Ext. :W 1 
\ 300 South Remington (South of Seors Dorm) 
-
PIZZA INN ANNOUNCES 
UNIVERSITY NIGHT 
Every Thursday Night 5-11 p.m. 
6" pizza for 99 cents 
(up to 3 toppings) 
-Free use of Juke Box everyday 
- Private Dining for Parties 
- Electronic Games 
GJbu ~of thtflltjngs}'(Jrfi.Dve. 
-
2600 E. Race Street 268-4107 
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Time and patience 
pays off for cast 
by David Ullom 
Watching a stage production 
while in the rehearsal phase is 
very much like reading an 
author's manuscript while in the 
rough draft phase. The essence of 
the work is there, but it still lacks 
that extra bit of spit and polish to 
make it something really special. 
So, it was with this thought in 
mind that I watched Monday 
night's rehearsal of "So How's 
the Family?", and I came away 
with a greater appreciation for 
such a production. 
served to heighten that concern: 
"If you gesture there, it un-
derlines what you're saying for 
the audience." "Speak clearly! " 
"That was good, but I think it 
would go over better if we'd do it 
this way." 
After the critique session the 
rehearsal ·got under way. I felt 
that the rehearsal session went 
fairly smooth, but little did I 
realize the importance of timing, 
staging and delivery. Each of 
these components of a production 
requires a special emphasis. 
But I must say that even in the 
rough rehearsal stage, "So How's 
the Family?'' proved to be a very 
0et. Z,l.l 'ftiE BARDING UNIVI:R81TY BISON, lareJ, Alk. I 
The director began this partic-
ular rehearsal of "So How's the 
Family?" with a critique session 
to enable the cast to better their 
performances individually and 
as a group. And since the cast's 
first concern is the audienee, the 
advice given during the session 
· pleasing entertainment. "So 
How's the Family?" is composed 
of several readings and blackouts 
concerned with the family and 
family relationships. Its material 
runs the gamut from the wit and 
wisdom of Erma Bombeck to th~ 
philosophy of Charlie Brown. 
by JIM BRADlEY 
(From left) Charles Dupre, Kim Hudson, Charlotte Bray and Joe Aaron prepare for thek roles In this 
weekend's comedy production, "So How's the FamDy?". 
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Under the direction of Dr. Jack 
Ryan, "So How's the Family?" 
opened at 7 last night in the 
little Theatre. It will run through 
Saturday night. Members of the 
cast are Joe Aaron, Charlotte 
Bray, Byron Carlock, Tracie 
Crum, Charles Dupre, Connie 
Hill, . Kim Hudson, Lisa Taylor, 
Cliff Thompson, and ,Kevin 
Uebelein. Admission is free. 
HAIRDRESSER 
Daytime or evening services. 
Come or call 268-4951 208 N. locust 
(Behind Holly Farms) 
Walters 
to speak 
George "Bucky" Walters, 
lecturer and artist from Valley 
Forge National Park, Pa., is 
scheduled to speak Monday, Oct. 
5 at 7:30 p.m. in the Benson 
Auditorium as the third speaker 
in the American Studies Lecture 
Series. 
Walters received a George 
Washington Honor Medal from 
the Freedom Foundation. He has 
studied at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Philadelphia, Pa., and in 
Paris, France and Stuttgart, 
Germany. 
On a part-time basis, Walters 
conducts tours at the Freedom 
Foundation at Valley Forge 
dressed in an authentic uniform 
of Washington's Life Guards. He 
also continues to operate an art 
studio. 
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Someone Must 
Set the Standards 
At Oil/in-West we are proud to offer our high standard of 
camera portraits. 
Our same high standard of professionalism also applies to 
our Wedding coverage. 
Call today for an appointment for your family portrait for 
Christmas, that all important Senior portrait, and our special 
program for Children. 
By appointment only ... 268-9304. 
Closed Monday. 
Dillin - West 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT: 268-9304 
"Our OuBIIry SpH/rs For Itself" 
Studio: 1202E.MarketAve. I Searcy,Arkansas 72143 
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,.I ~ Endlessly Rocking --e: by Laura L. Brown 
Rare n~ght makes magic 
Jazz piano strains, barely 
audible outside the doorway, hint 
at the atmosphere within. 
The sound beckons hungry 
diners through the old wooden 
and glass double doors down a 
staircase on either sid~ into the 
dining room. Candle flames 
wriggle on the tables. After the 
piano finishes its solo, a tenor 
saxophone begins to sing. 
Clean pressed white 
tablecloths covel\ the. rectangular 
tables ; red and white checkered 
ones deck the smaller ~ 
tables. lt might be any one of 
hundre~ of obscure little 
restaurants serving satisfactory 
food and consummately cozy 
atmosphere, content with small 
patronage so they can retain 
their unpretentious environment. ' 
It might be, but it's not. It's 
steak night in Pattie Cobb 
cafeteria. 
No matter how much students 
may joke about Cobb's cuisine, 
and no matter how much truth 
underlies their jests, Cobb 
redeems itself on steak night. 
The food surpasses the usual 
Cobb fare: small but thick real 
bona fide beef steaks, foil-
wrapped baked potatoes with 
o+O+f' "?+O+O+O+O+O+O+O+O + 
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sour cream and bacon bits, 
broccoli covered with cheese 
sauce, tossed salad and apple pie. 
It may not be hot, but 30 seconds 
in the microwave cure that. 
The sound of conversation 
differs from the usual, too. A 
lighter, quieter talk replaces the 
regular rumble, as if dimmed 
lights and smooth music induce 
dimmed voices. 
People eat more leisurely on 
steak night. They savor the food. 
They linger over each other•s 
words. Some pause to applaud 
after each tune. 
Dessert itself makes the meal 
worthwhile: buttered apple pie 
heated in the microwave oven 
and crowned with four ounces of 
sweetly melting Yarnell's vanilla 
angel food ice cream. A cup of 
coffee follows, not for drinking 
but for curling a hand around, for 
warmtli and aroma and security. 
This feeling occurs three or 
four times a semester, when 
faintly illumined faces -seem 
sharper and more wont to smile, 
when it's somehow comforting to 
be partially underground with 
flickering light and soothing 
music and good food. 
Eventually it is time to leave. 
Reluctance tugs at exiting diners 
as the tinkling tableware and 
seductive sax fade away. "I wish 
every night were like this," an 
inner voice says. 
But that's the thing about 
magic: it would lose its power to 
enchant if it happened all the 
time. 
cr~~~~,~~· 
311 North Spruce Street 
Searcy, Arkansas· 72143 
sot 1268-35n 
Howard F. Flippin;O D. Michael Kiihnl, 0 . D. 
General Optometry General and Pediatric 
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Bisons beat Savages 36-28 in first home 
'lbe Bisons upped lhe1r record thing as ·they went' from the SMS 
to 2-1 with a 36-28 victory over the 42 yard line to the Bison nine-
Southeastern Oklahoma State yard line where tailba~ Tony 
University Savages ~l Saturday McCoy carried the mail the r-est 
night at Alumni Stadium. An of the way for the score. Bunter 
estimated crowd of 4,500 fans kicked the PAT and the Bisons 
witnessed the contest which saw extended their lead to 20-7. 
both teams compile over 900 Field goal number three came 
yards total offense and Bi.sc;>n for Hunter late in the first half. 
kicker Steve Hunter break two After John Tom Thompson 
field goal records. recovered a Tony Gresham 
The Bisons kicked off the high fumble, the Bisons drove to the 
scoring contest early in the fll'St four yard line. On third down and 
quarter. After Don Shumate goal,.with two seconds left in the 
blocked a Savage punt and second quarter, Hunter came on 
recovered it at the four-yard line, the field and kicked a 21-yard 
the Black and Gold took only field goal. With that score, the 
three plays to convert the tur- Bisons took a 23-7 lead into the 
nover into a score. Quarterback dressing room at halftime. 
Kyle Blickenstaff found fr-esh- Blickenstaff added another 
man tight end Mark Adkison touchdown early in the third 
open in the endzone for a touch- quarter. Helped out by a quick 
down. Hunter converted the . pass to Adkison for 38 yards, 
extra point and the Bisons held a Blickenstaff ended the Bisons' 
7-o lead with less than five fll'St drive of the second half with 
minutes gone in the game. a five-yard run around the right 
Bison tailback Tony McCoy (23) turns the comer npfleld 'while Sontbeastem Oklahoma defenshe 
Uneman Robert Langston (87) pnnnes the ballcarrler. br JIM IIRAillFf 
Hunter tacked on the next end for a touchdown. Hunter 
Bison score with a 23-yard field converted the PAT and the 
goal on the next Harding drive. Bisons seemed to put the contest 
That gave the Bisons a 10-0 lead out of reach with a 30-7 lead. 
with 7:10 left in the fll'St quarter. The Savages quickly attempted 
Score number three came with to turn the tables on the next 
3:47 left in the first quarter. drive. Hodge completed passes of 
Hunter kicked his second three 17, 12 and 20 yards on the drive, 
pointer of the night from 39 yards the last being a scoring strike to 
out to give Harding an ap- wide receiver Lendell Weaver. 
parently commanding 13-o lead. Back-up quarterback Doug 
The Savages, however, were Boydston found tight end Dusty 
not to be denied as they took the Mangrum in the endzone for a 
kick-off and drove 80 yards for a two point conversion and the 
touchdown. The score came on a score stood at 30-15 with the 
60 yard pass from quarterback Bisons ahead. 
Steve Hodge to wide receiver Hunter kicked the longest field 
Darryl Coats. Hal Showalter goal of the night on the Bisons' 
converted the extra point and the next possession. After McCoy 
Bison lead was cut to 13-7. returned the Savage kick off to 
The Bisons picked up a touch- the Harding 33-yard line, fullback 
down midway through the second James Joyce broke a run up the 
quarter. After the Black and Gold middle on first down for 42 yards. 
defense held the Savages on a Four plays later, Hunter drilled a 
fourth down and one yard field goal from 42 yards out to 
situation, the offense did their give the Bison a 33-15 lead. 
Ladies' softball 
finals to begin 
"Girls' A team softball finals 
will be played the week of Oc-
tober 5-10," said Barbara Bar-
nes, director of the women's 
intramural program. 
Four women's clubs par-
ticipated in B team competition. 
There will be no championship 
finals for B team. 
The softball games are played 
by double elimination. There are 
seven teams left in the minor 
league playoffs and four teams 
left in the major league. '-
"Teams are categorized by 
ability and not by club size," said 
Barnes. 
Women's club softball scores: 
Monday, Sept. 21 
Southeastern Oklahoma cut the 
Harding lead to 33-22 with 1: 50 
remaining in the third quarter. 
Blickenstaff quick kicked the 
Bisons out of trouble and drove 
the Savages all the way back to 
their 12-yard line, but the 
Savages converted the turnover 
of possessions into a long drive 
and a touchdown. Eleven plays 
and 79 yards from the original 
line of scrimmage, runningback 
Bobby Ross swept tight for nine 
yards and the score. Showalter 
booted the PAT and the Bison 
lead was suddenly cut to 33-22. 
The man of the hour, "Foot" 
Hunter came through once again 
for the Bisons as he did four 
previous times in the game. 
Driving 80 yards in 12 plays, the 
Bisons called on the talents of 
Hunter to help push up the score. 
Hunter responded with a 35-yard 
field goal, his fifth of the night, · 
and put Harding up 36-22 with a 
little over thirteen minutes left in 
the game. 
Hodge tried to rally the 
Savages back late in the contest. 
Hitting four passes for 53 yards, 
Hodge led the Savages from their 
23-yard line to a score. The touch-
down came on a 10-yard pass 
from Hodge to runningback 
Chubby Tyner. A two-point play 
attempt by Hodge was broken up 
by Bruce Baldwin and the score 
stood at 36-28 with the Bisons still 
ahead. 
Southeastern Oklahoma had 
one more chance in the contest to 
close the gap. After Hunter 
missed his attempt at a sixth 
field goal, SMS took over at their 
22-yard line with 45 seconds 
remaining in the game. Hodge 
threw three consecutive in-
complete passes before picking 
up a first down. After finally 
reaching the 40-yard line, 
Hodge's luck ran out when Bison 
safety Lafe Caton picked off a 
Hodge pass and returned it 21 
yards as time ran out. 
In the contest, Hunter 
established two school records 
for most field goals in one game 
with five and most field goals in a 
single season with ten. The 
latter record is amazing because 
it was set with eight games 
remaining in the season. 
Other outstanding per-
formances by the Bisons were 161 
yards rushing and a touchdown 
by McCoy, five receptions for 92 
yards and a score for Adkison, 
and six punts for a 45.1 average 
by Blickenstaff. Blickenstaff also 
completed 11 out of 27 passes for 
178 yards and a score. Baldwin 
led the Bison defense with two 
interceptions, raising his season 
total to five. Impressive for SMS 
was quarterback Hodge, who hit 
· 25 of 51 passes for 324 yards and 
three touchdowns. 
Omega Phi 5, Delta Chi 2 
Ju Go Ju 11, Zeta Phi 2 
Chi Lambda 7, Beta Tau 4 
'fue3day, Sept. 22 
r--------~---------------------1 10% 10% 
Ka Re Ta 7, Phi Delta 4 
Tri-Sigs 6, OEGE 3 
Kappa Della 4, Kappa Phi 3 
Thursday, Sept. 24 
KKK 9, Ko Jo Kai 0 
Theta Psi 11, Shantib 4 
Ju Go Ju 8, Regina...3 
Monday, Sept. 28 
Ka Re Ta 12, Chi Lam~ 0 
Omega Phi 4, Zeta Phi Zeta 1 
Kirei 7, Gata 5 
Tuesday, Sept. 29 
Omega Phi 7, Kirel· 1 
Tri-Sigs U, Tofebt 0 
COUNTRY COTTAGE 
-Antiques 
-Quilts and Pillows 
- Great Gift Ideas 
10% off anythlnlln store with this coupon. 
Owned and operated by Coach and Mrs. Cliff Sharp 
JSJSE. Race 268-1583 
L_!!_% ---------------~---1_!1_7~--· 
Tomorrow, the Bisons travel to 
Tahlequah, Oklahoma to go up 
against the Northeast Oklahoma 
Redmen. Ranked second in the 
nation last week, the Redmen 
knocked off p~viously unbeaten 
and third ranked University of 
Central Arkansas 13-3 last 
Saturday night. The kick-off with 
the Redmeu is at 7:30 p.m. 
HARRIS' CAFETERIA 
SERVING YOU HOME 
COOKED MEALS AWAY 
FROM HOME. 
FEATURING A SELECTION Of MEATS, FRESH 
VEGETABLES, HOMEMADE HOT ROLLS AND PIES 
OPEN Til 7:30P.M. OPEN SUNDAY 
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 A.M. till 2 P.M. 
PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR PARTIES & BANQUETS 
FREE DRINK WITH DINNER AND THIS AD 
WEST SIDE COURT SQUARE 268-4560 SEARCY, ARK. 
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Sports Spectrum A ---~ ~~~ .----------------------------------------~ by Ken Bissell 
Searcy Steel soccer 
needs support of fans 
What is the fastest growing 
team sport in America today'? I 
wonder how many Harding 
students could answer that 
question. It's not a tough question 
to answer, especially since we 
have the answer right under our 
noses. The correct answer is 
soccer, yet that response doesn't · 
exactly hold true to the Harding 
campus. For the past three 
years, Searcy Steel Corporation 
has sponsored a squad comprised 
mainly of Harding students. The 
team plays its home games on 
the field next to the new in-
tramural softball and football 
fields. But the sad part of the 
story is that very little interest is 
shown in the program from the 
University students. 
Any person who is familiar 
with sports knows that 
motivation and enthusiasm plays 
a major role in the development 
STAT.E FARM 
INSURANCE 
® 
FOR INSURANCE CALL 
Vernon Rogers 
268-8638 
1311 E. Race Ave. 
Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm is there. 
Srore Form Insurance Compcin1es 
Home Qff,ces: 8 /oommgton , /limo 's 
and desire to produce success. 
Probably the main instigator in 
that process is the one who 
cheers the team and pushes them 
forward. Without that en-
thusiasm generated from the 
sidelines, a team could fold up at 
the slightest notion of defeat. 
That's where the Searcy Steel 
squad enters the picture. In the 
past two seasons, the Steel team 
has competed well against their 
opponents in the Central 
Arkansas Soccer Association. 
Yet, when they take the field at 
home, more times than not the 
players on the field have out-
numbered the fans on the 
sidelines. 
Since the beginning of school, 
the team has been working out 
and preparing for the fall season. 
Saturday, the team downed 
Ouachita Baptist University, 
perhaps the strongest squad of a 
year ago, by the score of 4-0. In 
, that game, David Smith scored 
two goals while Nelson Whit-
tington and Ronnie Moore scored 
one goal a piece. Also out-
standing were Bob Goodwin and 
Robbie Shackleford. The next 
home contest will be October 18 
against the Little Rock Rowdies. 
Good things should be in store 
for the Harding soccer fan. Steel 
member Kevin Glenn said the 
squad has the potential to 
produce an excellent season. 
"We really need some fans out 
this year to cheer us on," Glenn 
said, "because I think we have 
what it's going to take to win the 
league championship. Without 
the support of those on the 
sidelines, winning wouldn't mean 
near as much." 
Hayes 
Typewriter Co. 
Open8-5 
We are ready to serve 
your needs as we have 
for the past 2 3 years. 
SALES, SUPPLIES and SERVICE 
111 E. Center 268-5862 
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'Foot' Hunter tops NAIA list 
Harding's Steve Hunter leads 
the nation in scoring this week, 
according to the National 
Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics statistics for the week: 
ending September 26. Hunter, a 5-
Scuba class 
now enrolling 
A scuba class is now being of· 
fered, through the Harding 
physical education department, 
by Rick's Pro Dive 'n Ski Shop of 
Little Rock and Hot Springs, Ark. 
There are no prerequisite 
courses required and anyone 15 
years or above may enroll. As of 
Fri., Sept. 26, Jack _Boustead, 
head coach of the swim team and 
coordinator of the scuba course, 
said that there were 11 men and 
five women enrolled. 
The class periods will meet in 
the New Gym in room 100 from 6-
10 p.m. on four consecutvie 
Tuesdays beginning Oct. 13. On 
three Saturdays, beginning Oct. 
24, water sessions will be held in 
the Harding pool from 8 'a.m.-1 
p.m. 
There will also be a final 
checkout dive made in one of the 
nearby lakes on Sunday, Nov. 8 
or Saturday, Nov. 14. 
The cost of the course will be 
$130. This price includes books 
and all equipment except 
snorkels, masks, and fins. These 
must be provided by the student. 
If you have your own equipment, 
the price of the course will be 
lower, said Boustead. A $30 
downpayment is due Monday, 
Oct. 5. 
10, 160 lb. sophomore kicker from 
Stigler, Okla., has 34 total points 
for the season, placing him atop 
the list of NAIA players. 
So far this year, Hunter has 
connected on 10 of 13 field goals 
and four of four extra points. 
Among his accomplishments for 
the previous three games is the 
setting of two school records. 
They are the new single game 
record for field goals with five, 
set against Southeastern 
Oklahoma Saturday. Also 
established was the new season 
record for field goals with ten. 
David Skelton previously held 
that record with eight in 1976. Steve Hunter 
J Campusology · 
Today 
SA Movie, "Hawmps,'' 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., Benson Au d. 
Saturday 
SA Movie, "The Champ," 7 p.m. and 9:30p.m., Benson Au d. 
Bison football game at NE Oklahoma State, 7:30p.m. 
Monday 
American Studies speaker, Bucky Walters, 7:30p.m., 
BensonAud. 
Club pledges receive bids 
Tuesday 
Club "Orientation" Night for pledges 
Wednesday 
Club pledging activities begin, 6:30a.m. 
Thursday 
SA Movie for pledges, ''The Great Muppet Caper," 
7 p.m., Benson Aud. 
Brickell advises students 
on human relations 
1983 PetitJean 
editor chosen 
The Petit Jean, Harding's 
award-winning yearbook, has 
selected both the editor for the 
1983 edition and head 
photographer for the 1982 edition. 
by Jay Simpson 
Norvell J. "Brick" Brickell, 
instructor and sponsor with Dale 
Carnegie and Associates, 
discussed "Human Relations" in 
the second American Studies 
lecture Tuesday, Sept. 22 in the 
American Heritage Auditorium. 
In his opening remarks, 
Brickell had the audience to 
stand and reach their hands high 
into the air: After seating the 
audience, he .said, "We have 
reached as high as we can 
physically. But mentally and 
spiritually we can reach as high 
as we can think." 
Drawing on his experiences as 
an instructor of Dale Carnegie 
courses for the past 36 years, 
Brickell related stories and 
examples throughout his lecture 
to illustrate the three main points 
of his address . 
His first of "three rules for 
better human relations" was, 
" Become genuinely interested in 
Othe.r people." Secondly, he said, 
'Give honest and sincere ap-
preciation." And lastly he urged, 
"Don't criticize, condemn, or 
complain.'' 
Despite today's modern in-
ventions, Brickell said, "If we 
don't learn to do things together, 
we'll have blown it." He said that 
we accomplish things through the 
support of other people; 
however, that support must be , 
earned. 
Brickell also noted that good 
communication is very im-
portant to good human relations. 
Brickell first came in contact 
with Carnegie's approach to good 
human relations when he was 
lying ill in bed for eight months 
when he was young. Someone 
gave him a copy of Dale Car-
negie's book, "How to Win 
Friends and Influence People." 
He tried the principles in the book 
before he was even able to get out 
of bed, discovered that they 
worked, and has shared the 
philosophy of the "golden rule" 
with thousands since that time. 
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Jay Alan Simpson of 
Pocahontas, Ark. was elected by 
the junior class in a runoff with 
Jennifer Istre to serve as editor 
of next year's yearbook, Dr. Joe 
Pryor, faculty advisor , said 
Simpson is a journalism major 
and a transfer from Crowley's 
Ridge -college who has a 3.82 
GP A on 67 semester hours. He 
edited the yearbook at CRC last 
year and was assistant editor the 
year before. Simpson will serve 
as assistant editor of the Petit 
Jean this year before taking full 
control next year. 
In addition to working as 
assistant editor, Simpson will 
serve as co-section editor of the 
Academic Section of this year's 
Petit Jean. 
Simpson will receive a $1,500 
scholarship as editor of the Petit 
Jean next year. 
The new head photographer is 
senior Bible major, Shawn 
Daggett, Pryor said. 
John A. Clark, American 
Yearbook Co. representative 
from Oklahoma City, Okla., was 
on campus last week conducting 
a workshop for the staff of the 
1981 Petit Jean. He has helped 
Petit Jean staffers in this way 
since the 1954 Petit Jean, Pryor 
said. 
From Sept. 21 to 30, 
photographers from the Ben Red 
Studio will be on campus to take 
portraits of the students and 
faculty for the Petit Jean. 

